CALL FOR ONLINE SUBMISSIONS
SIRjournal.org

Sigma Iota Rho’s online *Journal of International Relations* is seeking bloggers, op-ed articles, and research articles for its online platform, SIRjournal.org. Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis. Please fill out this form (https://forms.gle/N6wBrwYAAr4c9FWH8) and email Francesca Arruda de Amaral at sirjournal@googlegroups.com if you have any questions.

**Op-ed & Research Article**

**RULES**

1. Work must be relevant to the field of International Studies
2. Lengths and topics are flexible

**Blog Applications**

1. Bloggers must commit to one post per month
2. Blog posts must be between 50-1200 words
3. Applications must include the student’s name, email address, telephone number, university, and a sample blog post.